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B etween the provinces of Jaén and Almería, to the
north of Granada, is the Baza - Huéscar district.

Here we can find the Altiplano de Granada: Baza y Huéscar,
an area formed by immense plateaus which many million
years ago were covered by a lake, surrounded by the sierras
of Sagra, Castril, Baza, Orce and other peaks that crown a
mysterious semi desert like, ochre coloured landscape.

With a climate that is characterised by short mild sum-
mers and cold winters with snow at higher altitudes, the con-
trasting landscapes become more striking as the seasons
change. During the spring, the waters of the thawing snow
flow down the hillsides of the sierras whereas in the autumn,
the landscape offers a fantastic range of greys that anticipate
the arrival of winter.
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H eaven and earth
meet in this

millennial land where
human settlers arrived
from Africa over a million
years ago. Today its towns
and their people welcome
us with their valuable heri-
tage: from the remains of
the first human beings in
Europe, to the dazzling
views of its numerous
natural areas which are
ideal for rest and medita-
tion.

To get to know these
landscapes of great beauty
and contrast and the
charm of towns where
time seems to have stood still, we have divided this guide into
two different sections. In the first, you will find all the tourist
information that you may need (with details about heritage, gas-
tronomy, landscape, active tourism, etc.) and in the second, a list
of specific routes with which to discover the area.
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How to get there A millennial land 

O ne can travel to the Altiplano de Granada: Baza y
Huéscar district by plane, arriving in Granada’s air-

port and then taking the A 92 – a dual carriageway which is
the main backbone of Andalusia’ road network and goes
through Baza and Cúllar, in the direction of Murcia. Thus,
access to the area is easy and comfortable.

Also coming off the A 92 are most of the roads that lead
to the rest of the towns in the area as well as to the nature
parks, among which, those of the Sierras of Baza, Castril and
Sagra are particularly worth a visit. These are the kinds of
roads which are ideal for a relaxing and
unhurried journey whilst enjoying
the beauty of the landscape.4



T he Guadix-Baza
basin has recently been

object of important discoveries
of pebbles culture that give credits
to the zone as the most ancient human establishment in Euro-
pe, been dated in a million years of age.

Galera also boasts important prehistoric and Iberian
archaeological sites of which one of the most noteworthy is
the Iberian necropolis of Tútugi. In this site the Phoenician
goddess Dama de Galera, which is today displayed in the
National Archaeological Museum, was found.

The Iberians lived in this area between the 4th and the
3rd century BC. The city of Basti (Baza), capital of the Baste-
tan ethnic group, flourished before
the Roman con-
quest. Evidence 

of this can be seen by the
Dama de Baza (4th century
BC.), one of the emblematic
effigies of Iberian art which
was found in the Cerro del
Santuario and is currently
displayed in the National
Archaeological Museum.
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The dawn of time

Roman bust 

Dama de Baza

Archaeological findings
displayed in the Museum 

Archaeological findings 

Oil lamp 



bla de Don Fadrique. Today we
can admire this rich historical
and monumental legacy in the
many towns of the Altiplano
where almost every stone, and
construction are part of his-
tory’s silent witness.
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Colegiata of Baza

T his was a land of Ibe-
rians, Romans, and

then Muslims, who settled
here in the 8th century. The
stamp of the Islamic civilization
can still be seen in towns like
Benamaurel or Castilléjar,
where the caves that were
used as dwellings hundreds of
years ago are still preserved.
We can still find the true fla-
vour of the Islamic past in the
Alcazaba of Baza, in the
narrow alleyways of the Barrio
de Santiago, the old Jewish
quarter, and in the Alcazaba
de las Siete Torres in Orce.

After the Christian con-
quest, new settlers brought a
different culture and customs to

the area. They built temples –
like the monumental Colegiatas
in Huéscar and Baza – chur-
ches, and residential palaces
such as the Palace of los Enrí-
quez (Baza) and the Casa de
los Patiños in the town of Pue-
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Legacy of the past 

Almohad Caves in Benamaurel

Alcazaba of the Siete Torres in Orce



The red hillsides of the
Sierra de Castril, are irrigated
by beautiful waterfalls which
sparkle against the green
vegetation. In La Sagra, dur-
ing the winter we can enjoy
the dazzling image of the
impressively steep hillsides
completely covered by ice.
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Full moon in the Sierra de Baza

C enturies of erosion by water and wind have shaped
sierras, gorges and hillsides to create a landscape of

striking contrasts. The breathtaking Sierras of Baza, Castril and
La Sagra surround the area that millions of years ago was cov-
ered by a lake, but where
today the wooded areas by
the rivers are like sinuous
green snakes that stand out
from the ochre coloured
shades of the earth, creating
a scenery of unparalleled
beauty.

To the south, the rugged
hillsides, intensely eroded by
the passage of time, are
dyed by the onset of sunset
with fabulous colours which
stand out against the white
washed cave-houses.
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Sierra de la Sagra

Around Cortes de Baza

Charming landscapes 

Panoramic view of de la Sierra de Castril
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Fuencaliente, in Huéscar and Orce,
are hot springs whose waters remain
at a constant temperature of 21 ºC.
Access to both springs is free. Also in
the same area are the hot springs at
Baños de Zújar, whose  waters emer-
ge from the bowels of the earth in the
foothills of the Jabalcón (1,494 m.).

W ater, that
m o s t

coveted commodity, is
a natural resource
that in the Altiplano
de Granada: Baza y
Huéscar can be found
in many forms. Here
one can see the incre-
dible sight of the water from melting snow flowing down from
the mountain tops.

The intense blue of the water in the Embalse del Negra-
tín is in striking contrast to the barren landscape which
surrounds the reservoir. This is an ideal place for practising
water sports. Nearby the Embalse del Portillo, upstream on
the river Castril, irrigates the sierra of the same name, whilst
the reservoir of San Clemente situated next to the Sierra de
La Sagra.

Reservoirs, rivers, snow

Reservoir of San Clemente

Castril River

Reservoir of El Portillo

 



Cherries,
almonds, veg-
etables, cured
meats, wines
and liqueurs
are used to pre-
pare a wide variety
of delicious dishes
such as the highly rec-
ommended flour migas,
marinated pigeon, stuffed
aubergines, pulse salad, lomo de
orza, rabbit with mushrooms,
and olla de berza.

To round off a meal there is
nothing better than a home-made
dessert: rice pudding, custard, leche
frita, huevos a la nieve… or the mouth
watering traditional specialities, such as
oil, lard, and must tortas (flat cakes), angel hair empanadillas, and
wine-flavoured doughnuts or roscos.
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T he gastronomy
of Altiplano de

Granada: Baza y Huéscar
caters for all kinds of tastes and palates with products such as the
tasty segureño lamb – prepared with meat from the young lamb

indigenous to the area

which is either cooked
in the oven in the tradi-
tional latas, grilled, or
fried in garlic,  the
homemade stuffed
meats cured in the caves
of Benamaurel, and
dishes of Navarrese
influence, from Puebla
de Don Fadrique, which
were brought by the
people of Navarre who
repopulated the area in
the 16th century. 

Eating in The Altiplano

Enjoying the local cuisine in the vicinity of La Sagra

Local products 



The typical
handcrafts of Galera
and Orce include esparto,
basketwork, delicate embroi-
dered works and lace making.
Other handcrafts practised in
the area such as carved
stone, marble work, forging
of iron and the traditional

glass-making in Castril give
an idea of the Altiplano’s rich
handcraft tradition, and we
mustn’t forget the traditional
Granada-style ceramics
which are also produced
throughout the area.
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I n the Alti-
plano de

Granada: Baza
y Huéscar we
can find Argaric
glassware replica
made in the ar-
chaeological ceramic work-
shops of Galera, or hand-
made guitars from Baza.
These are traditions that the
men and women of this land
have maintained down
through the centuries. 

Baza is particularly noted
for its hand-made string
instruments, such as guitars,

bandurrias (a
Spanish kind
of lute), lutes
or mandolins,

and for its artis-
tic woodwork

and esparto hand-
craft.
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An ancestral handcraft 

Esparto work 

Guitar making

Detail of balcony 

Argaric Glass Replica



T he district of Altiplano de
Granada: Baza y Huéscar contains

two Nature Parks (Sierra de Baza and
Sierra de Castril) and other natural areas of great beauty such as
the Sierra de la Sagra, which is home to a rich variety of flora and
fauna. It is a natural habitat which provides the ideal setting for
rural tourism and for practising a wide range of active tourism
activities.

Next to the pro-
vince of Almería we
find the Sierra de Baza
Nature Park, which is
separated from the
Sierra Nevada by the
plains of Marquesado
del Zenete. A rugged

and steep mountainous area, the sierra has numerous gorges
in whose sides we can find wooded areas and
green meadowland.

Covering 52.337 hectares and with an altitude
of between 1,200 and 2,270 metres (the Santa Bár-

bara Peak), the flora is characterised by woodland species such as
holm oaks, maples, junipers, savines, and wild pine trees, which are
endemic to the Sierra Nevada and the Sierra of Baza. The area pro-
vides a home to numerous animals such as foxes, badgers, weasels,
wild cats, genets, stone martins, and deer which, during September
and October, break the silence with their spectacular berrea. Birds
such as golden eagles, booted eagles, and short toed eagles fly
alongside goshawks and sparrow hawks.

The Cortijo de Narváez houses the park’s Centro de Inter-
pretación y Aula de la Naturaleza (Visitor and Environmental
Education Centres). Other facilities include recreational areas,
shelters and camp sites.
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Sierra de Castril

Surrounding of Cúllar - Baza

Natural Environment



Also well worth a visit is the Sie-
rra de Castril Nature Park. It is an
extremely rugged limestone area, with
peaks over 2,000 m. high and nume-
rous grottos and underground gal-
leries fed by beautiful waterfalls that
cascade from the mountaintops
before passing through the reservoir
of El Portillo, in the upper reaches of
the river Castril. 

Junipers, savines, and black pines
are the characteristic flora of this
Sierra where the Griffon vulture and
the Spanish royal eagle can be seen.
Its waters are home to otters and
trout. The park includes a visitor cen-
tre, camp sites and recreational areas. Apart from the

nature parks, we can
also visit the Sierra
de la Sagra, which
after the Sierra Neva-
da has the highest
peaks in the region,
reaching an altitude
of 2,383 m. In its
foothills we can find a
species of tree which
is very rare in the
Peninsula: the enor-
mous Sequoia, im-
ported from America.
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Natural Environment

Sierra de Castril

View of La Sagra

Las Almontaras



T o enjoy nature to the full, there is nothing like prac-
tising outdoor sports and activities. With sierras, big

reservoirs, rivers and gorges, the variety of landscapes of the
Altiplano de Granada: Baza y Huéscar district offer the ide-
al setting for active tourism.

Hiking and cycle-tourism, are
two activities perfect for discover-
ing the more hidden corners
whilst at the same time practising
a healthy sport. We recommend
climbing the Sierra de la Sagra on
foot, or taking the GR 7 (a long
distance route which crosses the
western side of the Peninsula) as it
passes through Sierra de Castril
and Sierra de Baza nature parks.
Alternatively, see the villages and
landscapes of the area by bicycle,
either following the roads, or the
tracks and pathways. 

For the more active  among us 
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One can also take the picturesque donkey
rides on offer in various villages in the area, and
for the more daring there is cannyoning on the
river Castril, or paragliding and hang gliding from the Peak
of Jabalcón, a truly unforgettable experience. 

The river Castril, with its abundant supply of trout, is
the ideal setting for a day’s fishing, something one can also
do in the Negratín reservoir. Here, on the largest area of
water in the south of the Peninsula, every kind of water
sport is catered for : canoeing, sailing, rowing, windsurfing,
water skiing, swimming… or, if you should prefer, a gentle
boat ride. 
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For the more active  among us 

In this wide range of
tourist activities one must
not forget the Baños de
Zújar, whose thermal waters
are heated by underground
currents of warm air, and are
free to the public.
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Canoeing

Paragliding

Fishing in la Sierra de Castril



V ia the A-92, the
backbone of An-

dalusia, we reach the monu-
mental town of Baza, which
will be the starting point of
our journey through Grana-
da’s Altiplano, during which
we can rest our eyes on
unforgettable countryside
and let our minds drift back
to the very beginnings of
human life. A stroll through Baza

The great historical
importance of the

primitive city of Basti, the old Iberian city of
Bastetans which was later to be called
Batza by the Muslims, is reflected in the
wealth of its monuments. A stroll through
its streets and squares, where time seems

almost to have stood still, is truly a pleasure
for the senses. 

The route starts in the 16th century Monasterio
de San Jerónimo, next to which is the Palacio de
los Enríquez, a fine example of the civil architec-
ture of the same period. After passing the
Fuente de los Caños Dorados we come to the
Islamic Alcazaba (12th century) in the highest
part of the town, from where there is a beau-

tiful panoramic view of the whole of Baza.

In the main square, or Plaza Mayor, we find the Ayun-
tamiento Viejo, the renaissance old Town Hall, and

the Colegiata Concatedral de la Encarnación (16th
century). Declared a National Monument, the latter is
an impressive late gothic church built over the old

mosque, that most precious jewel of the Bastetans. 
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Route 1- From Baza to Negratín: 
from monumental to legendary .

Cloister of San Francisco (Parque de la Alcazaba)

Fountain of the Caños Dorados
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Passing through the Arco de la Magdalena arch we enter
the Barrio de San Juan, the old Moorish quarter where hou-

ses are decorated with
beautiful balconies. We
continue our route to the
Convento de la Merced
and the Antiguas Car-
nicerías, the old butchers’
shops. Other religious
buildings such as the Con-
vento de Santo Domingo

and the churches in honour of the Virgins of los Dolores
and la Presentación, and the Pósito all have the true flavour
of the past.

We end our stroll in the Barrio de Santiago, the old Arab
quarter of Marçucia. Its street layout has retained much of its
Muslim legacy, and the Arab Baths (12th century), are amongst
the oldest surviving baths from the Almohad period.

In the foothills of the Jabalcón,
Zújar is our next stop. A big
rocky crag overlooks the dis-
trict and the reservoir of El

Negratín. From beneath the volcano flow the hot springs of
Zújar, which can be visited free of charge. The area’s terrain pro-
vides the ideal setting for practising aerial sports such as hang glid-
ing and paragliding. 

Passing through the intense blue waters of the El Negratin
reservoir, we arrive in Freila, a town where white-washed
houses and caves are in striking contrast to the reservoir and
the eroded lunar surroundings. To get a good grasp of the
town’s historical legacy, we must visit the remains of the Isla-
mic castle which together with the castles of Zújar and Baico,
formed an impenetrable defensive complex. Near Freila we
can admire the vistas of the striking pine wooded landscape
from the Torre de Maruq.

On the other side of the Negratín reservoir we find Cuevas
del Campo, and as its name suggests, cave-houses are one of
the most attractive elements of the landscape. Apart from
these, from the vil-
lage we can also
see impressive vis-
tas of the reservoir
and its surround-
ings, an intensely
eroded landscape
with striking shades
of ochre which has
the magnificent
profile of the Sierra
Nevada in the
background. 

Church-convent of La Merced

Colegiata Nuestra Señora de la Encarnación in Baza

Route 1- From Baza to Negratín: 
from monumental to legendary 

Peak of Jabalcón

Arab Baths
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which perfectly describe this place, which offers a well-
earned rest after the excitement of the route.

The reservoir of
Negratín, with the largest
expanse of fresh water in
the south of the Iberian
Peninsula is not just a site
of unparalleled beauty but
also an ideal spot for prac-
tising a wide range of water
and other sports, as well as
active tourism.

Following the course of
the river Castril and leaving
the Negratín behind us we
arrive at Cortes de Baza.
Due to the fertile nature of
the soil, unlike most of
Granada’s Altiplano, this is

a farming area. Tranquil and
peaceful are adjectives

Route 1- From Baza to Negratín: 
from monumental to legendary

Reservoir of Negratín Surrounding of Cortes de Baza

Cortes de Baza
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toric sites nearby. We can also
visit la Cañada del Salar, and
admire the group of Almohad
caves in Las Hafas del Salto,
where a dovecot has also been
found dug into the rock. After
this we can enjoy the fabulous
views of the whole area which
are offered by the Mirador of
Las Hafas.

Following the course of the ri-
ver Guardal, passing through
various hamlets which are dot-
ted around the area, we come
to Castilléjar, situated between
the fertile valleys of the rivers
Bravata and Guardal. One
good reason to pause here is to
see its old Moorish quarter, a
series of cave dwellings from its
Islamic past. Another is to sim-

H alfway between
the Sierra de Baza

and the Sierra de Castril, we find
Benamaurel. Situated between
gorges, it is made up of various neigh-
bourhoods of cave houses like La
Alhanda, La Cuesta del Río and San
Antonio, which offer the visitor a mag-
nificent testament to Andalusia’s Ara-
bic past, comparable only with villages
in the north of Africa, precisely the area
from where the Moorish inhabitants of
Benamaurel originally came.

In another part of the town, El Fuerte, we can see the
remains of the
medieval walls
whilst the more
distant past is
reflected in the
Neolithic pieces
and Argaric utensils
to be found in the
numerous prehis-

Almohad cave in Benamaurel Wonderful landscape of the Altiplano

Route 2: From Benamaurel to     the Sierra de Castril: 
The route of the cave houses

Chimney of a cave-house

Mudejar tower of Benamaurel

 



ply take in its magnificent landscapes and feel the wonderful
tranquillity of the place.

As we come to the end of our walk we reach Castril, a
typical mountain village surrounding a rocky crag where the
remains of the old fortification are to be found. The village’s
layout, hugging the hillside, makes it look as if it is endlessly
climbing. Depending from where we take in the view, the
landscape takes on different tones and hues which remain
etched in the memory. 

The village is in close proximity to the Sierra de
Castril Nature Park, an amazing limestone area
with a rugged terrain of galleries, subterranean

grottos and waterfalls, ideal for active
tourism. Amongst the varieties of vege-

tation, of particular note are the
black pines, junipers, and savines,

whilst of the fauna, we
can observe the majestic
flight of the Spanish Roy-
al Eagle, the Griffon Vul-
ture and the rare alpine
accentor.
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Route 2: From Benamaurel to     the Sierra de Castril: 
The route of the cave houses
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Sierra de Castril

Castril
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The walk ends in the San-
to Domingo Convent (16th
century), where the chapel
houses a marvellous wood-
en mudejar ceiling. In the
19th century the building
was converted into the
town’s theatre. We
finish our visit in the
pic-

t u r e sque
spot known as

the Carretera de
las Santas, surrounded

by beautiful scenery.

Circling the Sierra de la En-
cantada, in unparalleled coun-
tryside, we arrive at Puebla de
Don Fadrique in the northern-
most area of the province. Situ-
ated among fields of grain and
almonds it is snow-covered in win-

H uéscar is the starting
point for this route

which winds between differ-
ent sierras. It is to be found at
the foot of a group of moun-
tains, and is irrigated by the
river of the same name, giving
it fertile soil and green valleys.

A stroll around Huéscar

The ancient Osca of Roman times, later Huéscar, offers the
visitor the rich inheritance of its long history. Residential palaces,
churches, and delightful corners are our companions as we
stroll, discovering the charm and beauty of an unknown place.

We set off from the Rodríguez Penalva Park, with its
wooded areas and well looked after corners, the perfect place
to enjoy a quiet moment. Our next stop is the Casa de los
Penalva, a beautiful example of Huescar’s civil architecture.
After passing through the Paseo del Santo Cristo we reach the
Church of Santiago, next to streets whose names remind us of
the town’s Islamic past (Morería, Alhóndiga…). The church was
built at the end of the 15th century, in a gothic style, on the
remains of the old great mosque. 

The walk continues to the Town Hall, situated in Plaza Ma-
yor. Still awaiting us is Huéscar’s most important monument, the
Colegiata de Nuestra Señora de la Encarnación or Santa
María la Mayor. The true emblem of the town, it was built at
the beginning of the 16th century by Diego de Siloé in renais-
sance-gothic style. Its interior features a gothic dome hidden by
a renaissance ceiling in the shape of a shell, and the Isabelino
style gate of the Old Sacristy. 

Route 3: From Huéscar to La       Sagra: 
The route between the Sierras

Colegiata Santa María of Huéscar

Residential palace of Huéscar
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ter. Its past is reflected in its rich inheritance and its history as a
place populated by people from the north of Spain. Of parti-
cular note are the renaissance church of Santa María (16th cen-
tury), the beautiful Casa de los Patiños, a manor house also
dating from the 16th century, the Casa de las Ánimas, and the
chapel of San Gregorio.

Passing through
mountainous coun-
tryside we enter the
Sierra de La Sagra,
which, is the highest
range in the region
apar t from Sierra
Nevada. It offers us a
wide range of flora y
fauna, with fantastic
views which change
throughout the year,
making it always an
interesting place to
visit. In winter its
imposing sheer
mountainsides are
covered in ice, whilst

in the springtime a multitude of
streams fall from the peaks, filled
with water from the melting snows.
En route to the San Clemente
reservoir, ideal for active tourism,
we could stop for a moment to look
at the amazing sequoia trees,
imported from America.
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Reservoir of San Clemente

Sequoias

Church of Puebla de Don Fadrique Puebla de Don Fadrique

Route 3: From Huéscar to La       Sagra: 
The route between the Sierras

 



particular interest is the Caste-
llón Alto site, strategically situa-
ted with good views over the
valley. It was inhabited by peo-
ple of the Argaric culture, who
practised both arable and live-
stock farming, and today far-
mers use the same lands that
were used over 3,500 years ago.
Also of considerable importance

is the Iberian Necropolis of Tútugi, with Greco-Punic influen-
ces, where the most significant findings include the Goddess of
Galera, made by the Phoenicians. Walking through its streets
we can appreciate its rich heritage with buildings such as the
Mudejar church, de-
clared a National
Monument, and the
Cave-museum. 

The desert su-
rrounding the town,
formed from a lake,
has an amazing lunar
landscape, whose
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Our recom-
mended

route encircles the
Sierra de Orce,
known by the many
studies and theories
about the area as
possibly the place
inhabited by the first
ever human beings in
Europe.

With direct access from the A-92, we start in Cúllar, the
beginning of the Archaeologi-
cal Route. Although originally
a Roman settlement, the
most important monuments
today are: the renaissance
church, the Town Hall, and
the Palacio de los Marqueses
de Cádimo, from the 17th
century. We can also rest or
stroll in the Town Hall square,
amongst the friendly locals. 

Continuing through a landsca-
pe of ochreous tonalities that
go yellow at dusk, we arrive
to Galera. Situated right in
the desert that shares the
same name, between two
rivers and various cave hou-
ses, the town is actually in a
lush valley which contrasts
with the surrounding area. It’s
historical origins date back to
the Calcholitic period, and of

Church in Cúllar Landscape between Cúllar and Galera

Islamic tower in Cúllar

Tower in Galera

Sun dial in Galera

Route 4: Cúllar, Galera and Orce:
The Archaeological Route

41
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can stroll amongst trees
and fountains.

Around Orce, there
are numerous activities for
the more active among us,
such as: picturesque don-
key rides, country walks,
and organised visits to the
prehistoric sites or the
town itself. Alternatively,
we could spend a fantastic
day in the El Bosque recre-
ational area, with its beau-
tiful sierra landscape.    

natural vegeta-
tion, esparto,
gives rise to a
particular hand-
craft which dates
back to prehisto-
ric times. 

Lastly, to bring this fascinating trip into the past to an end,
we come to Orce. Here we can find one of the most impor-
tant prehistoric sites in Europe, where fossils of all kinds of
animals and stone remains were discovered. The site of Ven-
ta Micena was originally a lake, but today we find a semi
desert-like landscape with deep gorges and immense flat are-
as. There are also sites of great importance in the gorges
Barranco del Paso, Barranco del León and Fuente Nueva.
Many of the archaeological remains can be seen in the Josep
Gibert Museum of Prehistory and Palaeontology,
situated in the Torre del Homenaje de la Alcaza-
ba de la Siete Torres. In the town itself, the Pala-
cio de los Belmonte is of some interest, and it
is worth visiting the Posada de los Caños,
next to the Palacio de los Segura, as well
as the Paseo de los Caños, where we

Route 4: Cúllar, Galera and Orce:
The Archaeological Route

Museum of Prehistory and Palaeontology in Orce
Torre del Homenaje de la Alcazaba
de las Siete Torres in Orce

Palacio de los Segura in Orce
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Church of Santa María in Orce
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The final route which we
recommend begins in

Baza and we invite you to enjoy
the magnificent scenery offered by
the Sierra de Baza Nature Park. 

Leaving the historical town
itself we go towards Caniles, the
last place at the foot of the sierra
and the doorway to the Sierra de Baza Nature Park. 

In the sierra there are four recreational
areas near to various hamlets: Los Olmos,
Tablas, Pinarillo and Canaleja. There are also
shelters and hostels such as those of Pozo de
la Nieve, Floranes, and a Environmental Edu-
cation Centre. Further information can be
found at both the park’s Interpretation Cen-
tre, which is housed in the Cortijo de Nar-
váez, and at Baza’s Municipal Tourism Office.

The 52,337 hectares which go to make
up the Nature Park can be seen from the
numerous footpaths which wind their way
along rivers and streams, through beautiful
valleys and incredible gorges. For nature
lovers, the Sierra of Baza offers a rich variety
of fauna and flora, with beautiful lush forests,
where it is possible to pick the delicious nísca-
los, (wild mushrooms). There are beautiful
mountainside villages whose slate and stone
covered roofs invite us to travel back to the
past and places from where it is possible to
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Sierra de Baza

Route 5: Caniles-Sierra de Baza: 
The Footpath Route

spot groups of stags
marking out their territory
with the typical berrea exchanges, the noisy
braying sound which marks the mating season. Lastly, for the
more adventurous, we would recommend the climb to the
Peak of Santa Bárbara, the highest in the sierra at 2,270 m. 

View of la Sierra de Baza
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CORTES DE BAZA

VALLE DEL PARAÍSO ll
La Teja, s/n 
Y 958736258 Fax: 958736124
informacion@paraisolateja.com
www.paraisolateja.com

CUEVAS DEL CAMPO

CASA CUEVA MIRADOR DEL 
NEGRATÍN ll
Paraje Mirador del Negratín, s/n 
Y 666086039 
www.perso.wanadoo.es

CABAÑAS NEGRATÍN l
Club Náutico Negratín, s/n
Y 958718129 - 666086039
pololos@wanadoo.es
perso.wanadoo.es/pololos/cabanas.html

GALERA

CASAS-CUEVA ll
Iglesia, 4  Y y Fax: 958739068 
reservas@casas-cueva.es
www.casas-cueva.es

EL RINCÓN DE GALERA ll
Elvira, 18
Y 660988337  Fax: 958739562
informacion@elrincondegalera.es
www.elrincondegalera.es

CASA CUEVA LA PISÁ DEL MORO l
Avda. Nicasio Tomás, 6 
Y y Fax: 958739061
lapisadelmoro@worldonline.es
www.altipla.com/lapisadelmoro

EL MOLINO DE MORILLAS l
Iglesia, 4 Y 958739068 
www.casas-cueva.es

HUÉSCAR

CUEVAS LA ATALAYA ll
Barrio del Carmen, 20
Y y Fax: 958741607 
info@cuevaslaatalaya.com
www.cuevaslaatalaya.com

MOLINO DE FUENCALIENTE ll
Paraje de Fuencaliente, s/n
Y 958065030-636958280 
info@elmolinofuencaliente.com
www.elmolinofuencaliente.com

PINAR ARACELI l
Ctra. Puebla de Don Fadrique- 
Santiago de la Espada, km. 86,50 
Y 958344027

HUÉTOR SANTILLÁN

CASERÍO DEL COLMENAR ll
El Colmenar, s/n Y 958535643
www.caseriodelcolmenar.com

ORCE

CUEVAS DE ORCE lll
Ctra. María, s/n 
Y y Fax: 958746281
info@cuevasdeorce.com
www.cuevasdeorce.com

PUEBLA DE DON FADRIQUE

DON FADRIQUE l
Ctra. de Granada, 4 
Y y Fax: 958721116

HOSTALS

BAZA

SIERRA DE BAZA **
Autovía A-92, El Romeral 1
Y y Fax: 958342341

VENTA DEL SOL **
Ctra. de Murcia, Km. 176 
Y 958700300

CASA GRANDE *
Ctra. Ronda 28 
Y 958703868 - 958702732 
Fax: 958703795

LOS HERMANOS *
Ctra. de Murcia, km. 176 
Y 958701880
www.hostalloshermanos.com

CASTRIL

LA FUENTE ** 
Avda. Portillo, 1 
Y 958720030

CUEVAS DEL CAMPO

CARMEN MEGÍAS MARTÍN *
Puerta Real, 3-1

CÚLLAR

LOS ÁNGELES *
Avda. Juan Pérez Arcas s/n 
Y 958730057

VENTA DEL PERAL *
A-92. Venta del Peral 
Y 958730288

HUÉSCAR

RUTA DEL SUR *
Avda. Granada, 71 Y 958741289

PUEBLA DE DON FADRIQUE

PUERTA DE ANDALUCÍA **
Carretera Variante, 1Y 958721076

PENSIONS

BAZA

ANABEL 
María de Luna, s/n Y 958860998

AVENIDA 
José de Mora, 16 Y 958700377

RONDA
Ctra. de Ronda, 6 Y 958861023

SAN CARLOS
Ctra. Granada, 4 Y 958700267

CASTRIL

FÁTIMA 
Ctra. Anejo a Fátima, 42 
Y 958720313

CORTES DE BAZA

LA POSADA
Plaza de San José, 3 
Y 958736906 - 639923922
info@corteslaposada.com
www.corteslaposada.com

CÚLLAR

VENTA QUEMADA 
A-92 Norte, Km. 369 
Y 958738000

ORCE

ALBERGUE Y CATERING VILLA 
DE ORCE 
Mercedes Ortiz, 6  
Y 958746109
alberguevilladeorce@hotmail.com
www.altiplarural.com

PUEBLA DE DON FADRIQUE

DON FADRIQUE 
Ctra. Granada, s/n 
Y 958721116

RURAL ACCOMMODATIONS

BAZA

BAZA
Ctra. de Caniles, km. 6 
Y 615591563
www.toprural.com/casaruralbaza/

COPETÍN ALTO
Copetín Alto, 1 Y 958701679
www.canaldocuvision.com

CORTIJO DE PAVEZAR
Cortijo de Pavezar, 203 
Y 958701679

CORTIJO DEL MÉDICO
Corredera, 8 Y 958342125

CUEVAS ALCOBAS
Arroyo Cúrcal, s/n  Y 637247427
info@alcobas.org / www.alcobas.org

CAMPOCÁMARA

CORTIJO DEL REY. CASA I, II y III
Cortijo del Rey, s/n 
Y 958734942-667693392
nicolas.sanchez@arrakis.es
www.cortijoelrey.com

CASTILLÉJAR

CUEVAS DE AVELINO
Barrio Nuevo “Cañada del Abad”
Y 958737125-677611596
www.cuevasdeavelino.com

CUEVA DEL TORREÓN
Las Anegas 7 Y 649013520 
Fax: 958744124
cuevastorreon@yahoo.es
www.cuevasdeltorreon.com

CASTRIL

CERRO FUENTES NUEVAS I, II, III
Fuentes Nuevas, s/n 
Y 610738947
www.fuentesnuevascastril.com

CORTIJO EL PLANTÍO
Rambla Berza, s/n 
Y 629818046
www.cortijoelplantio.com

CORTIJO LA SALUDA ALTA
Río Castril s/n 
Y 958344615-666830395
www.altipla.com/saluda.alta/

BAZA

OFICINA MUNICIPAL DE TURISMO
Plaza Mayor, 2 Y y Fax: 958861325 
turismobaza@terra.es
www.altipla.com/baza

ASOCIACIÓN EMPRESARIAL DE HOS-
TELERÍA Y TURISMO DEL ALTIPLANO
Alamillos, 17-1ºB 
Y 958703772 - 639181388   
Y y Fax: 958861325  
Fax: 952529557-958126391-703772
lorenzor@tiservinet.es
www.altiplanodegranada.org

ASOCIACIÓN GRUPO DE DESARROLLO
RURAL DEL ALTIPLANO DE GRANADA
Alhóndiga, 8-2ºB Y 958712321 
Fax: 958703542 / baza@ngranada.es

CÁMARA DE COMERCIO, INDUS-
TRIA Y NAVEGACIÓN DE BAZA
Alamillos, 17-1º B 
Y 958703773 Fax: 958703772
dbzccigranada@camerdata.es

AUTEDIA MAESTRA
Gutiérrez Segura, 2-1B
Y 958700090 - 702620
autocares@maestra-autedia.com
www.maestra-autedia.com

ESTACIÓN DE AUTOBUSES
Reyes Católicos, s/n Y 958702103 

CASTRIL

CENTRO JOSÉ SARAMAGO
Plaza Nueva, s/n Y 958720001

CASTILLÉJAR

OFICINA DE INFORMACIÓN TURÍS-
TICA DEL ECOMUSEO
Zenete, 4 Y 958737001

HUÉSCAR

OFICINA DE TURISMO
Paseo Santo Cristo, 3
Y 958742026-902424344 
info@altiplanorural.net

ASOCIACIÓN GRUPO DE DESARROLLO
RURAL DEL ALTIPLANO DE GRANADA
Mayor, 2 Y 958742314  
Fax: 958742309 / ceder@ngranada.es

AUTEDIA MAESTRA
Plaza Santa Adela, 2 Y 958740027
autocares@maestra-autedia.com
www.maestra-autedia.com

ORCE

OFICINA DE TURISMO
Tiendas, 20. Palacio de los Segura
Y 958746171

MUSEUMS

BAZA

MUSEO ARQUEOLÓGICO 
Plaza Mayor, 1Y 958861947

CASTRIL

MUSEO ETNOGRÁFICO
Centro de Visitantes del Parque
Natural de la Sierra de Castril. Ctra.
Pozo Alcón, km. 0,2 Y 958720059

GALERA

MUSEO ARQUEOLÓGICO 
San Marcos, 9 Y 958739276

YACIMIENTO ARQUEOLÓGICO 
DEL CASTELLÓN ALTO
Paraje de Carrachila, s/n 
Y  958739276

ORCE

MUSEO DE PREHISTORIA Y 
PALEONTOLOGÍA DE ORCE
Palacio de los Segura. Tiendas, 18
Y 676748013-676340931-
958746171

PUEBLA DE DON FADRIQUE

CASA- MUSEO GREGORIO MARÍN
Cinto Alta, s/n Y 958721011

THEATRES

BAZA

SALÓN IDEAL -
AUDITORIO ENRIQUE PAREJA
Alamillos, 11 Y 958700691 
(Casa de la Cultura)

ACCOMMODATIONS

HOTELS

BAZA

ROBEMAR ** 
Ctra. Murcia Km. 175 Y 958861290

MIRASIERRA * 
A-92, km. 322,5 Norte Izquierda 
Y 858103202

CAMPOCÁMARA 
(CORTES DE BAZA)

CAMPOCÁMARA ** 
Delicias, 3 Y 958734796

CÚLLAR

LUNA MAR *
Nueva Apertura, s/n (Perpendicular
Juan Pérez Arcas) Y 958732392

FREILA

LOS CHAPARROS *
A-315 km. 90 (cruce Freila-Bacor)
Y 958342403
chaparros@hotelruralloschaparros.es
www.hotelruralloschaparros.es

HUÉSCAR

EL MAÑO DE ANDALUCÍA **
Morote, 11  Y 958723005
www.hoteelmano.com

PATRI *
Avda. Granada, 18 Y 958742504

PUEBLA DE DON FADRIQUE

COLLADOS DE LA SAGRA ***
Ctra. de la Sagra, 1 
Y 958344472 Fax: 958344471
collados@arrakis.es 
www.colladosdelasagra.com

ZÚJAR

LA ALCANACIA *** 
Ctra. de los Baños de Zújar, km. 7 
Y 958342308 
info@alcanacia.com / alcanacia@hot-
mail.com / www.alcanacia.com

APARTMENTS

BAZA

CUEVAS AL JATIB ll
Arroyo Cúrcal, s/n (Camino de Oria) 
Y 958342248 Fax: 958861516
info@aljatib.com / www.aljatib.com

VENTA DEL SOL  ll
Ctra. Murcia 
Y 958700300 Fax: 958700304

CUEVAS EL RÍO DE BAZA l
Barrio Salazar, 222 
Y 958063024-639391711-
609807853 Fax: 958700641
cuevasriobaza@altiplan.net
www.cuevasriobaza.com

CUEVAS TIANA l
Arroyo Cúrcal, s/n  
Y 652607580-958860140
cuevastiana@hotmail.com
www.cuevastiana.com

BENAMAUREL

ALHANDA lll
Plaza Mayor, 8 
Y 958734065 - 662004694

CAMPOCÁMARA 
(CORTES DE BAZA)

CUEVAS LA TEJA ll
Mayor, s/n 
Y 958734859 - 734932  
Fax: 958734938  
reservas@cuevaslateja.com
www.cuevaslateja.com

CANILES

COMPLEJO LOS LLANOS l
Estación de Hijate, s/n 
Y 678503553 
www.cortijolosllanos.net

CASTILLÉJAR

COMPLEJO EL LAGO l
Llano de la Torre, s/n 
Y 958744102
reservas@turismocastillejar.com
www.turismocastillejar.com

CUEVAS CORTIJO EL MORAL l
Paraje Mazar, s/n 

Y 958737156
info@cuevaselmoral.com
www.cuevaselmoral.com

CUEVAS PALOMA l
Los Carriones s/n 
Y 958737143
grupaloma@hotmail.com

CASTRIL

SIERRA DE CASTRIL l
Cañada La Mierera, s/n
Y 687370068 
www.alojamientoruralcastril.com
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MESÓN EL PICANTE T
Ctra. Caniles, km. 193• 40 pax

MIRASIERRA T
N-342, km. 324 
Y 958342208 • 60 pax

PIZZERÍA SAN REMO T
Alhóndiga, 8 Y 958860916 • 44 pax 

PIZZERÍA SIETE FUENTES T
Pasaje Siete Fuentes, 41
Y 605359406 • 55 pax

PIZZERÍA VENECIA T
Puerta de Lorca, 26 
Y 958702772 • 55 pax  

ROBEMAR T
Ctra. N-342, km. 175,1 
Y 958861290 • 400 pax

SIERRA DE BAZA T
Urb. Torre del Romeral. 
A-92, km. 322
Y 958342346 • 77 pax

VENTA LA VICTORIA T
N-342, km. 175 
Y 958700081 • 32 pax

BENAMAUREL

BENIDORM T
Calderón de la Barca, s/n
Y 958733083 • 30 pax

CASTILLÉJAR

CASA EMILIO T
Los Carriones, 33
Y 958737181 • 518 pax

EL LAGO T
Pasaje el Terrón, s/n
Y 649913592 • 60 pax
www.turismocastilléjar.com

CASTRIL 

EL MAÑO DE FÁTIMA TT
Anejo de Fátima, s/n 
Y 958720313 • 110 pax
informacion@hoteles-elmano.com
www.hoteles-elmano.com

LA FUENTE TT
Ctra. Pozo Alcón, s/n
Y 958720030 • 147 pax

EL CORTIJILLO T
Nacimiento del Río Castril, s/n 
Y 958344157 

JULIÁN T
Ctra. Huéscar, 6
Y 958720316 • 34 pax

CORTES DE BAZA

LA POSADA T
Plaza San José, 3 
Y 958736906-639923922 • 46 pax
info@corteslaposada.com
www.corteslaposada.com

CUEVAS DEL CAMPO

AVENIDA T
Puerta Real, 3 Y 958718033• 80 pax

EL NEGRATÍN T
Ctra. del Negratín, s/n• 51 pax

CÚLLAR

MONTECARLO TT
Ctra. de Huéscar 
Y 958730826-730052 • 30 pax

VENTA ALEGRE TT
CN-342, km. 161
Y 958730160 • 36 pax

VENTA QUEMADA TT
CN-342 Y 958738000 • 420 pax

LA CORA T
Ctra. N-342, km. 155
Y 958730113 • 30 pax

SABUANCA T
Ctra. N-342, km. 157
Y 958730136 • 130 pax

VENTA DEL PERAL T
Anejo Venta del Peral, 42
Y 958730288 • 24 pax

FREILA

LOS CHAPARROS T
A-315, km. 90 
Y 958342403-669996423
chaparros@hotelruralloschaparros.es
www.hotelruralloschaparros.es 
143 pax

GALERA

EL PARADOR T
Ctra. Galera - Huéscar, s/n
Y 958739199 • 600 pax

HUÉSCAR

MOLINO DE FUENCALIENTE TTT
Paraje de Fuencaliente, s/n
Y 958065030-636958280 • 80 pax
info@elmolinofuencaliente.com
www.elmolinofuencaliente.com

CABALLO TT
Campanas, 20 
Y 958740163 • 81 pax

EL ÁNGEL TT
Ctra. de Castril, s/n 
Y 958742078 • 600 pax
info@restauranteelangel.es
www.restauranteelangel.es

LOS JARDINES TT
Avda. Ingeniero Vicente 
González, 18 
Y 958740181 • 88 pax

RUTA DEL SUR TT
Avda. Granada, s/n 
Y 958741289 • 236 pax

LA LUMBRE T
Ctra. de las Santas, km. 2,5 
Y 958344504 • 80 pax

PINAR DE ARACELI T
Ctra. Puebla de Don Fadrique-San-
tiago la Espada, s/n 
Y 958344027 • 40 pax
pinardearaceli@luparoja.com
www.pinardearaceli.com

ORCE

MESÓN RESTAURANTE 
LA BODEGUILLA T
Ángel, 2 
Y 958746087-686678769
56 pax.

PUEBLA DE DON FADRIQUE

LAS POCICAS TT
Ctra. A-330, km. 54 
Y 958721395 
www.laspocicasrestaurante.com 
144 pax

COLLADOS DE LA SAGRA T
Cortijo Collados, s/n
Y 958344464 • 130 pax

EL PUENTE T
Ctra. Pozo Alcón-Cieza, s/n 
Y 958721150 
132 pax

PUERTA DE ANDALUCÍA T
Variante, s/n 
Y 958721340 • 80 pax

ZÚJAR

JAUFIL T
Ctra. Baza-Pozo Alcón, s/n 
Y 958716191 • 112 pax

AGENCIAS DE  VIAJE 

BAZA

BASTIVIAJES
Antonio Machado, 5 bajo
Y y Fax: 958860616
asociada4148@marsans.es
www.marsans.es

DELGADO
Reyes Católicos, s/n 
Y 958703460  
Fax: 958702061
viajesdelgado2@grupoairmet.com

GENIL
Avda. José de Mora, 4 
Y 958860697  
Fax: 958860688
baza@viajesgenil.com

MAVER VIAJES
Avda. José Mora, 16 
Y 958704951
maverviajes@giramondo.es

VIAJES HALCÓN
Agua, 5 
Y 958861457 
Fax:958861289
halcon399@halcon-viajes.com

CÚLLAR

EUROTRAS
Autovía A-92, Km. 377

HUÉSCAR

SAGRA TOUR
Galera, 2 
Y 958741004
sagratour@grupoairmet.com

CUEVAS DEL CAMPO

ALOJAMIENTO RURAL CUEVAS 
PINO MOJÓN
Ctra. Negratín, s/n
Y 617372589-663821226
www.cuevaspinomojon.com

SAN ISIDRO LABRADOR
Paz, 11 
Y 617418213-627329245
paqui@turismocuevas.com
www.turismocuevas.com

SAN ISIDRO LABRADOR II
Gorrión, 40 
Y 617418213-627329245
paqui@turismocuevas.com
www.turismocuevas.com

FREILA

CORTIJO DE BACARES
Los Lotes, s/n 
Y 659460792
www.cortijo-bacares.org.es

GALERA

ALOJAMIENTO RURAL VICTORIA
Cortijo del Cura 
Y 610794660 -678642494
nico@casascuevavictoria.com
www.alojamientoruralvictoria.com

CASA CORTIJO LOS NOGALES
Ctra. de Galera-Huéscar s/n  
Y 958739158
info@cortijolosnogales.com
www.cortijolosnogales.com

CASAS CUEVA LA MORADA
San Isidro, 30-31 
Y 660862044
cuevasgalera@yahoo.es
www.cuevasgalera.com

CUEVAS EL COLLADO ALTO
Collado Alto 
Y 958739559 - 639600264
elmiradordegalera@yahoo.es
www.elmiradordegalera.com

EL MIRADOR DE SANTA ELENA
Santa Elena y Cerro Virgen 
Y 639600264
www.elmiradordegalera.com

EL MIRADOR DE SANTA ELENA II
Santa Elena 
Y 639600264
www.elmiradordegalera.com

EL MIRADOR MIGUEL AMORÓS
Miguel Amorós 
Y 639600264
www.elmiradordegalera.com

MOLINO BATÁN
Ctra. de Huéscar, s/n 
Y 958742167
www.molinobatan.com

HUÉSCAR

EL MOLINO DEL PORTILLO
Ctra. de las Santas, s/n
Y 958344504-608953532  
Fax: 958740909
www.molinodeportillo.com

MOLINO DEL PASO
Pago de Fuencaliente
Y 958065178-678590350-
628513710
contacto@molinodelpaso.es
www.molinodelpaso.es

ORCE

CASA CUEVA DE ORCE 
San Pedro, 32 Y 639600264
www.elmiradordegalera.com

CORTIJO LOS CALZONES
Cortijo Los Calzones s/n 
Y 950416001
www.fotorural.com/loscalzones

CAMPINGS

CASTRIL

CASTRIL 2ªC
Paraje del Ángel, s/n Y 958747428 

EL CORTIJILLO 3ªC
Nacimiento Río Castril 
Y 958344157

FREILA

LA CABAÑUELA  2ªC
Camino Cortijo del Cura, s/n
Y 958063108-690058101

ACTIVITIES

BAZA

AULA DE LA NATURALEZA NARVÁEZ
Autovía A-92, km. 324 
Y 958002018 Fax: 958002010
ecoturismo@egmasa.es

BASTI-AVENTURA
Cádiz, s/n (Pabellón)
Y 958520835 Fax: 958520825

PICADERO EL PINTOR
Ctra. Caniles, km 1 
Y 670860290- 958860292

CUEVAS DEL CAMPO

ALTIAVENTURA - ALICIA RUIZ 
MARTÍNEZ
Santo Ángel, 45 
Y 615551450
www.altiaventura.es

CIRCUITO MIRADOR DEL CAMPILLO
Ctra. Pozo Alcón-Baza

CLUB NÁUTICO NEGRATÍN
Ctra. Cuevas del Campo 
Y 666086039

HUÉSCAR

TERRA INDÓMITA
María Zambrano, 16 
Y 630762486  
Y 608503913 Fax: 914298604

ZÚJAR

ZONA DE DESPEGUE DE ALA DELTA

VISITORS CENTERS

BAZA

CENTRO DE VISITANTES NARVÁEZ
Parque Natural Sierra de Baza. 
A-92, km. 324 
Y 958002018 - 670949067  
Fax: 958002010
ecoturismo@egmasa.es

CASTRIL

CENTRO DE VISITANTES CASTRIL
Parque Natural Sierra de Castril.
Ctra. Pozo Alcón, km 0,2 
Y 958720059

RESTAURANTS

BAZA

CORTIJO NARVÁEZ TT
Parque Natural Sierra de Baza  
Y 958342035 • 90  pax 

LOS CÁNTAROS TT
Arcipreste Juan Hdez., s/n
Y 958700375 • 160 pax 

MESÓN ALJATIB TT
Arroyo Cúrcal, s/n (Camino de Oria)
Y 958342248-667524219 • 46 pax 

MESÓN SIGLO XX TT
Solares-Joaquín Blume, 5
Y 958702625 • 49 pax 

PERDICES TT
Ctra. de Murcia, km. 17 • 65 pax 

VENTA DEL SOL TT
CN-342, km. 176,6 
Y 958702999 •144 pax 

CHINO CASA VAO VII T
Ctra. de Murcia, km. 174
Y 958861195 • 44 pax 

EL CLAVIJAS T
Baico, 40 Y 958712916 • 50 pax

EL ROMERAL T
Autovía, A-92, km. 196 ó 320
Y 958682270 • 159 pax 

JARDINES LAS CONCHAS T
Ctra. de Caniles, km. 6,800 
Y 958704144-610702039 • 479 pax
info@restaurantelasconchas.com
www.restaurantelasconchas.com

LA CURVA T
Ctra. de Murcia, s/n 
Y 958700002 • 35 pax 

LA PARRA T
Ctra. de Caniles, 23
Y 958700012 • 20 pax

LOS ÁLAMOS T
A-92, Salida 346 (Salazar)
Y 958860417 • 65 pax

LOS HERMANOS T
Ctra. de Murcia, km. 176
Y 958701880 • 120 pax

MAYORQUÍN T
Ctra. N-342, km. 174
Y 958701911 • 50 pax
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